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With the sparkle of being God’s child, be a hero and take others to God 

Whenever we say ‘om shanti’, we experience many benefits. People give all sorts of reasons and 
excuses, yet we simply go into silence. While hearing everything, we go into silence and the 
sense organs also learn to remain peaceful. It is when we get lost in thinking about things, that 
the senses get heightened and overwork. 

Brahma Baba is our Father and we remember him, yet he would say: Do not see the form. We 
used to see the quality of his actions and remember the One who inspired him to perform them. 
We would then able to make our actions like his. 

Why do people say ‘Follow the father’? They never say that about the mother. There is also the 
phrase ‘As is the father, so is the child’. Why is this? The mother has the awareness that the child 
belongs to the father and should become like those of the father’s clan. The mother gives so 
much sustenance that the child becomes like the father. Brahma Baba, in the form of the mother, 
gives us this sustenance, so that we can then glorify the incorporeal Father, Shiv Baba. Today, 
Baba is reminding us that, when we become the zero, we recognise the hero and become that 
ourselves. Shiv Baba made Brahma Baba the instrument and the instrument became such that 
everyone became aware of the One who made him this. 

Don’t think! Just become like the One who is making you. Don’t worry about anyone! Become a 
‘carefree emperor’. Every time we follow, Baba gives us the kingdom of being ‘carefree’. People 
in the world get a kingdom either through being born into it (karma) or being elected; yet Baba 
gives us a kingdom. He just says: Give everything in donation in an incognito way, not for show.  

The effort and the reward created are both incognito. Serve, too, in an incognito way; give 
sustenance and nurture souls. We do not serve anyone here; we are just happy to see each other. 
And the more we stay happy and see others with happiness, others will also be happy… This 
kind of happiness doesn’t exist anywhere else. We stay together, work together, cook together 
and wash up together in happiness. This is the kingdom of remaining carefree. Who is able to 
stay like this? The one who has the spiritual intoxication and sparkle that they belong to God. 
Royalty is visible on the face of the one who has truth within them.  

People praise the intense tapasya done on the peak of the Himalayas and remember how the 
Ganges flows from the Himalayas. So go into deep meditation and ‘the Ganges of knowledge’ 
will flow. Have remembrance (don’t remember anything else); practise yoga, the connection 
with God; experience tapasya – when the fire of deep meditation is very intense. The One above 
is giving the current of light and might – take it and others, too, will receive it. Become lost in 
the experience of silence 

Why do people love trees? Because they give shade and we can sit under them. Baba says, ‘Now 
the human world tree is old and decayed and a new tree must be created’. It is time to sit under 
the tree and have tapasya, so that a new tree will emerge. Often people meditate under trees, go 
up into the mountains, and go into the caves… Go deep into the cave of introversion, deep inside 



the self, and create silence. When such tapaswi souls leave the body, they do so creating such a 
powerful silence. Do intense meditation, then the vibrations will reach out into the world and we 
can experience a very high stage. The vibrations of truth and love will inspire others. Baba gives 
the help of truth and makes us independent; saying ‘Take support only from Me’. Wherever we 
sit, people will then have the experience of light . Be the ones who love solitude and stay in the 
company of One. Be introverted and keep looking at the inner self, then the power of 
concentration will increase and this power will become immoveable and unshakeable and all 
fluctuation will finish. With the experience of concentration we can experience the Almighty 
Authority and all the divine virtues. Then all diversity in the world finishes: we become one and 
belong to One. 

In India everyone is talking about 2012 as the date when the present world will come to an end. 
They now realise what we understood 70 years ago. Before the world changes, we need to look 
at the value of our own lives and what preparations have to be made now… Only a few have had 
instant faith about this and started to walk on the journey. 

Baba had two visions: one of the tumult of the old world and the other of Vishnu. I have had one 
vision: of being on a mountain top and below I could see war and calamities. Om Shanti Bhavan 
is the highest place. Go and sit there and give vibrations to the world. Whatever you have to do, 
do it now. Baba said in the first murli I ever listened to: Child, just think that the next Diwali is 
not going to happen’. With these touchings you will feel that you are not too far away from the 
One who is the Comforter of Hearts.  

Become the tower of peace, purity, love and knowledge and stop fluctuating. The deeper you go, 
the higher you can fly.  

Go deep and go up… then you will become so strong. There is so much power in purity, love 
and knowledge that there is no need for a lift. So look up and you will reach the top. This is no 
longer the age of lifts. Close your eyes and go up – it’s simple. This is not the time to wander 
around, when we look straight up the One above see us. There is the habit of getting lost in 
service yet, when we stay up above, miracles will happen. 

Every day at this time is very significant. Whatever we do in this life is our income and will be 
useful to us in the future. Do not hesitate or you lose power. There is no longer time to think and 
‘try’. Baba says ‘Have courage! Dance and run. Experience being God’s child… and this will 
pull others up above. 

Om shanti 

 


